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Previously, Bernadette Devlin, elected in Mid Ulster in 1969, held the title of youngest ever
female MP at 21 years and 359 years, while James Dickson, a Liberal, was elected at 21
years and 67 days in 1880.
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After showing the new Fabia R5 rally car just a few weeks ago, time has come for Skoda
to introduce a new version of the model, called the Fabia Combi R5 Concept. The model in
question is basically a reinterpretation of the racer already available and it is coming with
the aggressive front bumper, with the center mounted exhaust system, the prominent rear
wing, the blacked out front grille, the 18-inch alloy wheels and the tri-color livery, helping it
stand out.
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Tom Hardy might have looked very smart in an Alexander McQueen SS15 suit at the Mad Max:
Fury Road premiere, but when surrounded by Charlize Theron in Dior and Rosie HuntingtonWhiteley in Rodarte, he was always going to be upstaged
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Evolution is ignorant.. Explain how the first man in Africa was black but turned white in
Europe? Explain why American Indians are the only race where men don't go bald nor lose
their hair.. explain why only Asians have slanted eyes.. explain how blacks hair is so
different from all other races explain how all these differences could happen when all these
countries run in the same latitude... so black in Africa but brown in South America.. slanted
eyes in China but round in Russia... Evolution is a crock...
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Elizabeth Rossiello, chief executive of Bitcoin remittance service BitPesa, which allows
workers overseas to send money home to Kenya and Ghana for a flat fee of 3% and says
it is growing its user base by 60% month-on-month, believes the shortage of payment
options in Africa make it a fertile ground in which Bitcoin can grow.
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Reprising comments that have made him a leftist hero but infuriated euro zone partners,
Varoufakis said Greece should never have been given a bailout in 2010 and Germany
should come to terms with the failure of the previous program.
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She kicked things off on Monday night at the Met Gala, wearing the first dress Peter
Dundas has designed since returning to the helm of Roberto Cavalli. And since then, she's
been busy signing copies of her new book
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Some residents interviewed by The Associated Press on Thursday said they think Hill has
done well in his position, and they're willing to give him the benefit of the doubt while the

case is investigated.
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On Wednesday, Marion County District Attorney Walt Beglau said that his office was not
able to immediately file paperwork to arraign Dufner. He said that an arraignment had not
been scheduled as of Wednesday afternoon.
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